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With 'Secrets,' the cook gets the tips

By T. Susan Chang, Globe Correspondent  |  August 10, 2005

Cooking School Secrets for Real World Cooks, By Linda Carucci, Chronicle Books, 352 pp., $22.95

Amateurs who have had a brush with the food-professional bug are easy to spot: Just look for the box of Diamond
Crystal kosher salt on the counter, the unsalted butter in the fridge. With the worlds of home and professional
cooking steadily converging, it was time for a book to bridge the gap. ''Cooking School Secrets" is like a glossary of
all these choices, occupying the dividing line between home and restaurant.

Author Linda Carucci has chosen her secrets carefully. Yes, we need to know how to make chicken stock. Veal
stock? No. She also shares a measurement lecture so specific (''1 cup flour, sifted" vs. ''1 cup sifted flour") it can only
have originated in real-life catastrophe.

Chicken salad Veronique was moist and easy; Carucci's tips to halve the grapes and de-string the celery improved
the texture slightly. Orzo with tomatoes and mint made for an effortless summer salad. Grilled marinated flank steak
came with lots of back story: how hot the fire should be, how long to let the steak cool. This kind of detail will thrill
grill wonks, and it probably won't hurt the rest of us.

As for the salt, Carucci explains that Diamond Crystal is actually salt crystals (not grains), ''which are more likely to
adhere to food." Morton's kosher salt, she writes, contains yellow prussiate of soda, an anticaking agent Carucci
thinks adds a metallic aftertaste.

The author teaches cooking in the San Francisco Bay area and is married to a chemical engineer she refers to as
Mister Science. Yet, despite the care Carucci takes with techniques and tips, not every recipe is foolproof. Braised
summer squash with bell peppers, tomatoes, and basil was crowded in a 12-inch skillet, and the slices met the sad
fate of so much zucchini: They turned to mush. Dark chocolate pistachio wafers sounded like irresistible, simple
freezer cookies, but the ''dough" was nearly as soft as batter. Rolling it into a wax-paper-wrapped cylinder was about
as easy as putting toothpaste back into the tube.

''Cooking School Secrets," which is heavily Mediterranean, can feel as if Carucci is deciding between a personal,
Italian-American culinary memoir and a more wide-ranging primer. Any number of books will teach you how to make
manicotti, calamari, and lasagna. But how many will also teach you how to remove the sting of a hot pepper, how to
season your paella pan, and all you ever wanted to know about smoke points and pesticide residues?

There's only one reason it might not find a home in your kitchen. Like so many other terrific cookbooks, ''Cooking
School Secrets" has type so tiny you are guaranteed to lose your place while oil smokes in the skillet. Someday,
somewhere, someone is going to realize that you cannot design cookbooks in 9-point type.

''Cooking School Secrets" can help anybody cook just a bit cleaner and smarter. And the next time some pedantic
TV chef is lecturing you on why ''we" always use coarse salt, you can tune out: For once, he isn't talking to you.
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